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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF EVAN ERIC HARRIS 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is Evan Eric Harris.  

2 I am National Retail Director of Colliers International Real Estate 

Management Limited based in Christchurch. I have held this and / or 

an equivalent position for over 25 years.  

3 I have a Diploma in Urban Valuation with Honours from Auckland 

University, and a CSMA Qualification (Certified Shopping Centre 

Manager of Australia) from the University of New South Wales in 

Australia. 

4 I am a Registered Valuer and Member of the New Zealand Institute 

of Valuers, a Registered Property Consultant and a Life Member and 

Fellow of the Property Institute of New Zealand, and an associate of 

the Real Estate Institute of New Zealand.  

5 I have provided specialist retail development consultancy and 

property management and services work throughout New Zealand 

for 35 years, including for significant retail projects.   I am currently 

involved in advising institutional investors, listed companies, private 

developers, and local authorities about developments in Auckland, 

Wellington, Kapiti, Hamilton, New Plymouth, Palmerston North, 

Tauranga, Christchurch, Nelson and Queenstown. 

6 I have been involved in many developments in the major urban 

centres of Christchurch, Wellington and Auckland, including those 

with hospitality tenancies. This includes The Terraces Christchurch; 

North Wharf Auckland Harbour; Queens Wharf Wellington; The 

Palms “Plaza” entertainment precinct; Ormiston hospitality precinct 

South Auckland; Spitfire Square hospitality precinct; and a variety 

of smaller hospitality precincts and leasings. 

7 I confirm that I have read the Expert Witness Code of Conduct set 

out in the Environment Court’s Practice Note 2014. I have compiled 

with the Code of Conduct in preparing this evidence and I agree to 

comply with it while giving oral evidence before the Hearings Panel. 

Except where I state that I am replying on the evidence of another 

person, this written evidence is within my area of expertise. I have 

not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter 

or detract from the opinions expressed in this evidence.  

MY EVIDENCE 

8 My evidence: 
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8.1 Outlines my understanding of Pacific Park Investments 

Limited’s (Pacific Park) submission and the new policy sought 

by CCC; 

8.2 Gives a brief overview of the Category 1 and 2 entertainment 

and hospitality precincts;  

8.3 Outlines the issues that CCC’s new policy 6 creates, 

particularly in terms of: 

(a) a lack of opportunities for entertainment and hospitality 

operators in the Category 1 precinct; 

(b) the impact it will have on The Terrace development 

(which is in one of the Category 2 precincts, and which 

was previously known as ‘The Strip’); 

(c) impact on investment certainty in Victoria Street; 

(d) impacts on business certainty and recovery generally. 

THE SUBMISSION AND POLICY 

9 I understand that Pacific Park submitted on the notified versions of 

the proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP) in an attempt to: 

9.1 strengthen the concept of entertainment and hospitality 

precincts by including objectives and policies that actively 

encourage the establishment of entertainment and hospitality 

activities in these areas; 

9.2 provide certainty to investors that these precincts (whether 

Category 1 or 2) are appropriate locations for the late-night 

sale of alcohol.  

10 I am advised, however, that CCC has introduced a new policy 

through evidence which in layperson’s terms: 

10.1 Says that Category 1 precinct is the appropriate place for late 

night entertainment and hospitality activities, such as night 

clubs and bars; 

10.2 Outlines that Category 2 precincts (with the exception of the 

Category 2 Victoria Street precinct) are appropriate for cafes, 

restaurants and takeaway food services, but it does not 

mention night clubs or bars; and 

10.3 Describes Victoria Street as a residential area. Presumably 

this means that CCC does not consider Victoria Street is an 
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appropriate location for night clubs, bars, cafes, restaurants 

or takeaway food services. It seems to me that despite being 

labelled an ‘entertainment and hospitality precinct’, CCC’s 

proposal is now that the level of hospitality has to be similar 

to other residential areas in Christchurch, e.g. Category 3. 

11 Being involved in real estate, and particularly so in post-earthquake 

Christchurch, means that I have followed planning and strategy 

documents released by CERA and the Council generally.  

12 While I would not say that I have the same sort of knowledge as a 

planner or a lawyer in this area, I am familiar with the Central City 

Recovery Plan (CCRP), and know that this is where the concept of 

entertainment and hospitality precincts came from.  

13 I am also aware that: 

13.1 The CCRP does not contain restrictions like those suggested in 

the CCC policy; and 

13.2 The provisions of the CCRP have effectively guided investors 

to establish entertainment and hospitality activities in those 

precincts since July 2012.  I am also aware from market 

“chatter” how investors who are lay people when it comes to 

reading planning documents interpret policy and planning 

documents. 

14 I have read the CCC’s new policy and I have interpreted it from the 

point of view as an existing or future investor that I would advise.  I 

have attached and marked the policy as “A”. 

THE PRECINCTS 

15 I have attached a planning map showing the Category 1 and 2 

precincts as attachment “B”.  There are four in total: 

15.1 The single Category 1 precinct  runs primarily between 

Cashel, Tuam, Manchester and Colombo Streets, with a small 

area between Tuam and St Asaph Streets and to the east of 

Manchester Street also included; 

15.2 The first Category 2 precinct adjoins the Category 1 precinct, 

and includes an area between Lichfield, Madras, St Asaph and 

Manchester Streets; 

15.3 The second Category 2 precinct also adjoins the Category 1 

precinct, and runs from Oxford Terrace in the north and west 

to Manchester Street in the East and Cashel and Lichfield 

Streets in the South; 
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15.4 The third Category 2 precinct surrounds Victoria Street, and 

runs from Chester Street West in the south, to Bealey Avenue 

in the north.  

16 There is also Category 3 which is the rest of the City, i.e. not a 

precinct. 

17 The precincts largely reflect historical (i.e. pre-earthquake) use. 

From memory: 

17.1 The Category 1 precinct contained Sol Square, a collection of 

bars, restaurants and night clubs that attracted large 

numbers of younger (say 18-25 years old) people in the 

weekends.  It was a unique precinct in its own right all 

operated by a single developer, Mr Henderson, before his 

company went into receivership and liquidation.  It traded all 

night; 

17.2 The first Category 2 precinct contained a small number of 

licensed premises; 

17.3 The second Category 2 precinct contained ‘The Strip’, which 

was a row of restaurants and bars along Oxford Terrace. 

While young people did visit this area, it was aimed at a more 

mature group (say 20+ year olds).  It traded until around 

2.00am or 3.00am;  

17.4 Victoria Street also had large numbers of individual licensed 

premises, and was an established commercial area but not to 

the level of Sol Square or the Strip which operated as a 

cluster. 

ISSUES WITH THE POLICY 

18 The precinct approach obviously has benefits in terms of imposing 

and enforcing bylaws, Policing and so on, but there are also benefits 

of agglomeration and increased foot traffic as outlined in the 

evidence of Michael Copeland and Darren Tait in particular.  

19 Issues are created, however, by the Policy determining what sorts of 

entertainment and hospitality activities are suitable for each of 

those precincts. In drafting this policy, I do not believe CCC has 

turned its mind to: 

19.1 The reality that Precinct 1 is illusory as a location for late 

night bars and restaurants other than perhaps low scale 

individual operations. Sol Square will not be redeveloped, and 

there are limited other opportunities available; 
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19.2 The impact it will have on The Terrace development in 

suggesting that it will have cafes, restaurants and takeaways 

only with no mention of late night bars; 

19.3  The impact it will have on Victoria Street; and 

19.4 The impact the policy will therefore have on Christchurch 

confidence in investment in hospitality as a whole and the 

flow on effects for a lack of social life and lack of 

attractiveness for tourists.  

Precinct 1 is illusory 

20 The evidence of Max Bremner outlines that he investigated 

purchasing the old Sol Square site, but elected not to do so once the 

due diligence period ended.  

21 I am not aware of any other investor having shown an interest in 

redeveloping Sol Square, despite the fact the permit has been in 

place with the most relaxed noise rules for some years now.  

22 Without Sol Square I would certainly not advise any investor to look 

to purchase land for the establishment of a late night entertainment 

precinct involving a cluster of bars, any development would in my 

view be ad hoc and of limited capacity.  

23 The only late-night entertainment and hospitality offering in the 

precinct at this stage is Stranges Lane, which comprises a small 

number of bars and restaurants at 89 Lichfield Street. It is not a 

large capacity venue, and cannot attract large numbers of people to 

the general area to drive another investor to make a substantial 

investment.  

The Terrace 

24 The Gough family are involved in a stop-start development along 

Oxford Terrace which was intended to replace pre-earthquake ‘The 

Strip’, a popular bar and restaurant area.  

25 This has had public issues about funding.  I cannot see this 

development going ahead should the District Plan contain provisions 

indicating that it is suitable for cafés, restaurants and takeaway food 

services rather than late night bars and night clubs. A certain level 

of financial return is required to make these developments 

economic, and that financial return is unlikely to be provided should 

entertainment and hospitality operators not be able to trade until 

3.00am or 4.00am as they will need these hours to pay the rents 

that an investor of a CBD building will require.  

26 This is because of the increased building costs since the 

earthquakes, and the resultant increase in rental costs. Hospitality 
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operators who are inevitably the ground floor tenant need to trade 

until 3.00am or 4.00am in order to cover rent, wages, other 

overheads and still retain an incentive to be in business.   

27 The effect does not end there, however. Individual and smaller scale 

developments are also unlikely to proceed. I am aware that Max 

Bremner owns a site on Oxford Terrace, and I doubt he would 

proceed with that should The Terrace development not go ahead. 

This is because of both the limitations contained in the District Plan, 

and the loss of agglomeration benefits as a result.  

28 I understand this is also discussed in the evidence of Richard Diver 

and Max Bremner. I agree with their views on this completely, 

including the difficulties that Mr Diver may face as the owner of 

buildings with untenanted and untenable hospitality space.  

Victoria Street 

29 The CCC’s new policy that categories Victoria Street as a residential 

area amounts to a discouragement for the establishment of bars and 

nightclubs.  It is hugely negative for Victoria Street, as it effectively 

means that no other (viable) late night entertainment or hospitality 

activities can be established, in an area where they were previously 

(even post-earthquakes) encouraged and many have already 

established after considerable investment. 

30 The policy is also somewhat of a joke, in that the Casino (with a 24 

hour license), the Casino’s planned $100 million hotel (as outlined in 

the evidence of Darren Tait), retail and hospitality development, 

the planned Convention Centre, the Town Hall are all located either 

on or in very close proximity to Victoria Street.   

31 For the CCC to tell domestic and international tourists that there 

should be no late night entertainment or hospitality options in the 

area aside from the Casino would make a laughing stock of 

Christchurch.  

32 A comparison can be drawn with the Auckland entertainment and 

food and beverage precincts, particularly the support around the 

Casino. In Auckland there are busy international quality precincts in 

a variety of central city locations, including North Wharf, Britomart, 

the Viaduct, Princes Wharf, Fort Street, Upper Queen Street, around 

Aotea Square and around the Casino in Federal Street and Victoria 

Street.  

33 Around the fringes there are other well defined quality precincts, 

such as Parnell, Ponsonby, Devonport and Takapuna.  

34 Each have slightly different ‘vibes’, and in my opinion Christchurch 

should offer the same variety (just like pre-earthquakes, where 
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younger people tended to visit Sol Square, and more mature people 

visited Victoria Street and The Strip).  

35 I also strongly disagree with CCC’s description that Victoria Street is 

residential without any acknowledgment of post-earthquake 

investment that now defines the area and in my view has led to 

recovery. Being involved in the real estate industry, it is abundantly 

clear to me that Victoria Street is a commercial area.  

General comments 

36 I would also like to make further, more general, points: 

36.1 Christchurch is a city of around 350,000, and acts as a major 

tourism centre. Precinct 1 alone is not enough to support the 

level of late-night entertainment demanded currently, and will 

certainly not be enough as Christchurch’s tourism numbers 

increase and the population grows; 

36.2 As the CBD develops and we can see where other commercial 

premises will locate, especially offices, precinct 1 is unlikely to 

be attractive to investors.  It is too far away from the offices 

on the other side of the river; 

36.3 Many investors have purchased buildings and spent 

considerable monies fitting out lease premises as high quality 

restaurant, hospitality and entertainment premises. They did 

so with a view that the Victoria Street precinct was being 

encouraged in this regard by local authorities. CCC’s about 

turn is now going to lead many of those investors and 

operators to a financially difficult position with a significant 

loss of income.  

36.4 In my position as an advisor, I could not recommend to any 

clients or investors that they invest in Victoria Street, or 

indeed any other Category 2 precinct (noting that I have 

commented on investing in the Category 1 precinct above) if 

this policy were to be included in the District Plan. The areas 

will become low rent, low quality, disjointed entertainment 

and hospitality areas. This is purely the result of the financial 

strain an unfriendly policy environment and reduced trading 

hours as a result would cause.  

Dated:  17 February 2016 

 

Evan Eric Harris  
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ATTACHMENT A – CCC’S POLICY 
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APPENDIX B – PLANNING MAP OF PRECINCTS 
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